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Devastating video of what appears to be airstrikes
deliberately targeting @SyriaCivilDef — which would be a
war crime. At least one of the rescue workers was killed in
the incident.  
 

Exclusive: Rescue workers in Syria apparently targeted by multiple air…
Footage obtained by Channel 4 News appears to show so-called ‘double-tap’
airstrike in Idlib province, with rescuers hit in follow-up attack.

https://www.channel4.com/news/exclusive-rescue-workers-in-syria-apparently-targeted…

The footage allegedly shows a ‘double-tap’ operation in Idlib province, in which

members of the White Helmets arrived at the scene of a recent bombing to search for

survivors — and were then targeted by aircrafts returning for a follow-up airstrike. 
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‘double-tap’ airstrike in Idlib province, with rescuers hit in follow-up
channel4.com

“There are very few other buildings in this area which could be targets — and the

strikes appear to track the movements of White Helmets teams on the ground.” 
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This is why Russia/Syrian regime have worked so hard to demonize @SyriaCivilDef.

They want you to think they’re targeting “terrorists” with these strikes — or at least to

confuse you enough not to care. 
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Replying to @RVAwonk

Russian/Syrian regime propaganda targets the White Helmets 
because: 
-They want to discredit them so you won't believe their 
video/photographic evidence documenting Assad's war crimes. 
-They want to dehumanize them so you won't care when they 
become victims of those war crimes. 4/
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One America News Network (OANN) recently regurgitated Russian propaganda

about the White Helmets to a US audience. OANN called the rescue workers

“terrorists” and claimed (falsely) that they staged chemical attacks to frame Assad.  
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The pro-Trump network OANN ran a segment this week calling 
the White Helmets a "terrorist-linked" group and falsely claiming 
that they had admitted to staging chemical attacks in Syria.  
 
This is straight-up Russian propaganda coming from a US 
network. thedailybeast.com/trumps-new-fav…
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Trump’s New Favorite Network Embraces Russian Propaganda
One America News Network has no qualms with playing the
mouthpiece for Kremlin-hatched conspiracy theories. And one of its
thedailybeast.com
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